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Games keep electronics in hand 
~ 

By John Engen 
Managing Ediwr 
• Beeping sounds. Ominous far 
away voices. Short, electronic 
buzzes and squeals. Games 
aren't playthings anymore. 

Mass production of computer 
chips and a society that is famil
iar with electronics bas opened a 
market for relatively new prod
uct : Hand held electronic 
games. 

Rick Roscoe , an assistant 
manager at LaBelles, said the 
band held electronic games 
.craze began in 1979. LaBelles 
carries electronic games ranging 
in price from $15 to $300. The 
lower priced games include the 
·simple football games, electronic 
tacks, and others. The most ex
pensive games are the sophisti
cated chess challengers that pit 
the player against a computer. 

Some electronic games are de
igned for more than one player, 

such as Simon, in which players 
must repeat sequences of colors 

and noises. 
Roscoe said that electronic 

games designed for individual 
players sell the most. 

Roscoe has made a prediction 
of what the top selling electronic 
game for the Christmas season 
will be. He said that 'Dark 
Tower" , a game similar to 
'Dungeons and Dragons",will be 
the big seller. 

Commercials advertising 
" Dark Tower" feature Orson 
Welles, telling of his game win
ning strategies. Roscoe said that 
advertising greatly reflects on 
the success of a game. 

The most interesting thing 
Roscoe sees in the success of 
electronic games is the number 
of adults that buy them. He said 
that more adults buy games for 
their own use than children do. 

"I can see the gleam in their 
(adults') eyes when they say, 
'Yeh, this is for my kid," ' 
Roscoe said, "but I know that 
the game will have 80 hours of 

use on it before the kid even 
sees it. " 

Electronic games are not al
ways merely for fun . Many com
panies produce electronic games 
that are educational. 

Spelling, math, and reading 
skills are some of the areas elec
tronic games help with, Roscoe 
said the logic behind learning 
games is that children won't 
realize they are learning. 

" The kids will say, 'This is just 
a game,' and they'll end up 
learning something,'' Roscoe 
said. 

Roscoe sees the future of 
small electronic games as being 
fairly stable. 

" I can't see it phasing out in ' 
the near future , "Roscoe said. 
" People want to stay in the 
house and not spend a lot of 
money on entertainment. They
like the challenge of testing 
themselves against the com
puter. 

Army may use video g~mes to train fighters 
By Rita Himes The Army modified the game so that it enemy. Before the test starts, the rna- image full of detail, such as trees, build-

WASIDNGTON(SPS) - Tomorrow's would resem~le an actual tank. The new chine explains what type of ammunition ings, mountains, and boulders. The player 
and fighter pilots may be training contr?l panel mcludes not only a !llore ~ the play.er has, how ma~y ro.unds and can move his or her vehicle all round the 

video games similar to Space Invaders ptushcated .handle, but also SWitches to what traJectory. As the trainee frres at the programmed area. 
or Battlezone ch~se specrfic weapons, ammunition and tank, the machine recreates battle sounds The trainee has a full control panel, ex-

1 Video games are "easy to learn, yet traJe~tory .. The tra~ee can also modify and white dots represent the ammunition actly like those in an actual tank or plane, 
they escalate in difficulty. They appeal to the viSual m~age, as m an actual tank.. and the clouds of explosion on the filmed and can fight against a programmed 
today's video-oriented youth, and are dif- As the tram~e scans the area, enerrues scene. enemy or against another trainee. When 
ficult to defeat, so they keep your inter- appear, sometim~ more t~n one at a At the end of each battle, the trainer two people play against each other, each 
est," explained a videotape prepared by h~e. The player ~es to zero m .o~ the.ve- _ evaluates each round, noting whether it one appears on the other's screen. 
the Army Training and Doctrine Com- hide and shoot It down. Realistic flight was a hit or miss and listing which skills Only one of these machines is being 
mand (TRAOOC). times and distanc~s for the ammunition the trainee did notably well and which used by the military today, although the 

Simulated training machines also save are pro~ed I_Dto the computer. It poorly. The machine also includes a sepa- company has sold some to other coun-
expensive equipment and supplies, such takes four or five hits to destroy a tank or rate screen so that an instructor can coach tries. Each unit costs millions of dollars. 
as fuel that would be used in actual field helicopter and the enemy may fly out of a trainee as he or she uses the machine. 

' training, a TRAOOC official explained. range before it is destroyed. Soon the 
Tbe devices are most beneficial when game will be programmed to have the 
used to teach destructive missions or enemy fire back at the player, adding 
equipment-intensive tasks requiring drill. time pressure to the test. . . 

Tbe Army bas been criticized for resort- As the player becomes m~re proficr~t. 
ing to video games to train its recruits, tiM: targe~ become mon: difficult to hit. 
who are often criticized for being under- This continual challenge IS one of the key 

• qualified. But Steven Cox of the Army training features of the game: "the play 
Training Support Center said the service er can never win - just get better," 
is just being realistic. Today's young s~ted an article in Army Training maga-
people are media-conscious, be said, "Ev- nne. . . 
eryone grew up walching TV," and the Many ~nlistees have already trained on 
At'my is just responding to that orienta- the modified Battlezone game, but the 
lion. Army will not adopt it as an official tool 

Battlezone 
The Army has already modified the 

commercial video game Battlezone and 
plans to adapt the games Missile Com-

• mand, Ambush and R~ Baron for train
ing purposes. 

In the original Battlezone, the player 
• had a simple control handle and a sight 

through which to aim and fire at enemy 
tanks and helicopters. The screen showed 
a three-dimensional line drawing of a hilly 
terrain with enemy vehicles periodically 
approaching and then retreating for cover. 

until it has tested the "stills transfer." 
Army units in the United States and 
abroad will test whether the skills re
quired to succeed at the game are the 
same skills needed to operate the actual 
tank. 

Video dis.cs 
Another video device, the MK-60 Tank 

Gunnery Trainer, uses video discs and 
automatically evaluates a trainee's per
formance. The player sees an actual film 
of a tank approching, and has a control 
handle an<l sight to aim and fire at the 

Greater realism 
General Electric has developed a more 

sophisticated version of this video idea, 
more accurately resembling the actual 
combat experience. Similar to a machine 
used to train the Apollo 8 astronauts, this 
device produces a multi-color visual 

The Army bas turned to video games 
for. training because young people 
throughout society learn stills and receive 
information through the visual media. In 
~ddi~on to watching television and play
mg VIdeo games for entertainment. some 
students are also being taught in school 
with video teaching aids. 

Dropping quarters _ ~ _ .·. pllolobyBob~ .. 
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